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ABSTRACT
One of the linguistic levels in which language repetition occurs is syntax,
in which repetition is not thought to be always conscious and might help
us simplify production and comprehension processes. Repetition of syntax
is found both when people repeat groups of words or phrases and consequently repeat syntactic structures, and when people repeat syntactic structures using different words. The latter is more interesting for studies of
syntactic repetition, since the process of repeating syntactic structures without repeating words is though to be unconscious. The few works that considered the effect of lexical repetition in syntactic repetition had conflicting
results. We analyze syntactic similarity controlling for lexical similarity in
Reddit conversations. The method used for the analyses is very similar to
Healey et al. (2014), extending it to look at differences between dyadic and
non dyadic conversations. We examine (1) whether syntactic similarity in
dyadic conversations happens more than what is expected by chance, (2)
whether there is a decay in similarity as the distance between prime and
target increases, and (3) whether dyadic conversations repeat more than
non dyadic conversations. Results indicate that (1) we avoid repeating each
other’s syntactic structures when in dyadic conversations, (2) there is no
significant decay as the distance between prime and target increases, and (3)
non dyadic conversations repeat syntax less than dyadic conversations.
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1

INTRODUCTION

When people interact with each other they adapt their verbal and non-verbal
behavior to that of their partner. Not only we copy each other’s behaviors
like postures and facial expressions, but we also adapt linguistic features
such as lexical and syntactic patterns. For instance, when you find yourself
repeating words your friend is using in a conversation, you are repeating
their lexicon. One of the possible explanations for that is that you want
to be socially accepted by your friend, and by repeating their words, they
might like you better. Additionally, the level of repetition between a given
turn and a subsequent turn is expected to decay as the distance between
both turns increases.
The interactive alignment model (IAM) helps us understand language
repetition and repetition decay. This account is based on the claims that, in
language, the process of formulation of a message to be communicated in
linguistic form involves the activation of syntactic forms (Bock and Loebell,
1990; Levelt, 1993). Bock and Loebell (1990) posit that these syntactic forms
remain active after the message is produced. Hence, subsequent messages
are likely to produce the same forms, since these forms have already been
activated.
In the study of linguistic repetition, the way we repeat syntax is particularly interesting for several reasons. First, copying other people’s syntactic
rules is not thought to be under conscious control, and so syntactic repetition can act as a window on automatic processing of language. Chang et al.
(2006) claim repetition of syntactic structures is a form of implicit learning
that plays a crucial role in language learning. Second, it can help us understand how mutual understanding happens in conversation, according
to the IAM. Pickering and Garrod propose that mutual understanding in
conversation is only made possible by interlocutors aligning their representations at many levels, including at the syntactic level. Particularly, they
claim that dyadic interactions lead to stronger repetition than interactions
in which more people are involved. This happens because in dyadic conversations, the production system of both participants are active, whereas in
interactions with more people, people might need to activate their production system to make a contribution. Finally, understanding the mechanisms
of syntactic repetition in interaction is of crucial importance to build computational systems that can participate proficiently and convincingly in human
conversation.
Perhaps the most contentious issue in research on repetition is that syntactic repetition results are strongly conditioned by lexical repetition. For
instance, when people repeat phrases they have said or heard recently, this
behavior increases the level of syntactic repetition in the conversation, although it could have been caused simply by repetition of words. Consider
the following fragment of a conversation between Harry and William.
• Harry: Bloody hell!
• William: What?
• Harry: The republicans won the election!
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• William: Bloody hell!
In this example, when William learns that the republicans won the election, he exclaims "Bloody Hell", repeating the same phrase Harry used two
turns previously. The fact that the same syntactic rule that produces "Bloody
Hell" (i.e., NP → JJ NN) is used by William shortly after Harry used the
same rule is possibly due more to lexical repetition than to syntactic repetition. Hence, works that analyze syntactic repetition without taking the
correlation between words and syntax into account cannot claim to have
found independent effects of syntactic repetition.
Healey et al. (2014) analyzed syntactic repetition while taking into account the level of lexical repetition, and found that people actually diverged
from each other’s syntactic structures. Conversely, Reitter and Moore (2014)
found that speakers are more likely to use syntactic rules to which they have
been recently exposed, even when controlling for lexical repetition.
In this thesis, we use a similar method to Healey et al.’s method to analyze syntactic similarity. We want to check if their findings on syntactic
similarity and decay hold for different types conversations, specifically conversations on Internet forums like Reddit.
We also want to extend the analyses of dyadic conversations to non
dyadic conversations. In addition to Pickering and Garrod (2004)’s claims
that dyadic interactions lead to stronger repetition than other types of interaction, Garrod and Doherty (1994) investigated how language repetition
was affected in dyadic interactions by inserting a new conversational partner to the dyad. They found that dyadic conversations tend to contain more
language repetition than conversations between multiple people in the beginning of the experiment. However, after a number of interactions, the
groups which had an additional conversational partner showed higher levels of repetition than the dyads. If dyads are indeed not more linguistically
aligned than non-dyads, theories like the IAM are more difficult to be justified, since the IAM claims that equilibrium is achieved as dyadic interactions
progress.
Overall, using data from Reddit, this thesis intends to answer the following research questions:
• When lexical similarity is accounted for, is the syntactic similarity
found in dyadic conversations on Internet forums significant?
• Is there a decay in syntactic similarity ?
• Do dyads repeat more than non dyads?
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2

LANGUAGE REPETITION

Chartrand and Bargh (1999) ran experiments in which participants had to
work on a task together. Changes in the postures, mannerisms, and facial expressions of a participant caused similar changes in their work partner. Additionally, participants reported the interaction became more smooth when
postures and movements were mirrored. The authors explain the repetition
found in the experiment as an automatic, unconscious process. It increases
liking for the partner and the smoothness of the interactions, which should
be perceived as a positive social effect. In fact, they claim this process usually enhances the positivity of social interactions. Similarly, Bergmann (2012)
also showed an alignment in co-speech gesturing. They argue with their results that gestural alignment depends on the temporal distance between the
gestures, making repetition of gestures more likely to happen shortly after
a gesture was performed.
The questions regarding repetition in non-linguistic behaviour described
above were also studied in language. A particular sort of repetition in language is syntactic repetition, which is the focus of this thesis. Evidence
supporting this type of repetition if presented below.

2.1

evidence of syntactic repetition

Language repetition has been found both at the lexical and syntactic levels. Lexical repetition, for instance, was investigated by Brennan and Clark
(1996), in which they found that people use the same terms when they have
to refer repeatedly to the same object in conversation. In Levelt and Kelter (1982)’ study, when Dutch shops assistants were questioned about what
time their shop closed, they replied differently depending on the structure
of the question. When asked “What time do you close”, they tended to give
an answer such as “Five o’clock”, whereas when asked “At what time do
you close”, they would produce an answer of the type “At five o’clock”. Although this work is frequently referred in the literature, we cannot identify
whether this behavior was caused due to the repetition of the word at or
of syntactic categories. The design of the experiment does not allow us to
identify whether the repetition found was lexical or syntactic.
In the literature, concepts such as syntactic repetition, structural repetition,
syntactic persistence, and syntactic priming are similar, and many times they
are even used interchangeably. Structural repetition is a more general term
for syntactic repetition, since it includes in its definition structural linguistic
aspects other than syntactic representations. In this thesis, we use the term
syntactic repetition because of its generality to express repetition of syntactic
aspects without defining how this repetition happens.
Broadly, the work in the area of syntactic repetition can be classified into
monologue, when there is no interaction of the speaker with other people,
and dialogue, which analyzes conversation between two or more people. In
both monologue and dialogue, syntactic repetition can be analyzed in relation to self (i.e., how a person repeats its own previously produced language
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structures) and to other (i.e., how a person repeats language structures not
produced by them).
2.1.1

Works on monologue

J.K. Bock’s study (Bock, 1986) is considered by many to be the first relevant
experimental work on syntactic repetition, and it evaluated repetition to self.
Participants in the experiment were told the experiment was a memory test,
in which they had to repeat a sentence that was given to them, describe
a simple picture in one sentence, and then have their memories evaluated
based on the previous steps. The sentence they were asked to repeat was in
fact a prime sentence in one of several syntactic forms, such as the prepositional or double-object use of the dative case in the following tuple.
• (a) The foundation is giving several million dollars to the university.
• (b) The foundation is giving the university several million dollars.
Results showed the descriptions of the pictures were more likely to include a particular form when that form had occurred in the prime. Accordingly, participants who had received sentence (a) of the example above were
more likely to use the indirect object (e.g., the university, in the example)
of the sentence after the direct object (e.g., several millions, in the example)
than before the direct object.
In addition to this initial experiment, many other works also found syntactic repetition to self (Bock and Loebell, 1990; Branigan et al., 1999; Hartsuiker and Kolk, 1998). There is also evidence in the literature for syntactic
repetition to other. In Garrod and Anderson (1987), participants played a
game in which they had to describe the state of a maze that was shown to
them. Garrod and Anderson classified the most frequent types of description that people used, and found that the types of description used were
similar for both speakers of the same dyad.
Branigan et al. (2000) employed a technique called confederate scripting,
in which pairs of participants took turns either describing a picture to the
other or selecting the pictures that matched the other’s description. In each
pair, one of the two participants was a confederate of the experimenter, and
manipulated the syntactic forms of the prime description to analyze whether
participants tended to use the same forms as their partners (i.e., whether
participants produced a co-ordinated response). The experimental participants produced 55% more co-ordinated than non-co-ordinated responses
when the verb remained the same, and 26% more co-ordinated than nonco-ordinated responses then the verb differed. The authors argue that these
results cannot be explained by rhetorical effects nor by lexical repetition, so
syntactic repetition is the best explanation for the outcomes.
Although one could argue that the linguistic exchange present in Branigan et al. (2000)’s experiment is dialogue, we consider it as monologue according to the classification used in this thesis. The confederates in the
experiment could only choose from a set of predefined utterances, which
means that participants cannot really interact conversationally with each
other.
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2.1.2

Works on dialogue

How we repeat our conversational partners (i.e., other repetition) has also
been analyzed. Research has tried to investigate repetition in dialogue in a
variety of levels, such as repetition of fixed phrases (Garrod and Anderson,
1987), accent and speech rate (Giles et al., 1991), and, of course, syntactic
repetition. The conversations used in works that study syntactic repetition
on dialogue are obtained by using different approaches, varying from naturalistic recordings of conversations to more restricted settings such as experiments involving task-oriented dialogue.
As noted in Gries (2005), the bulk of the studies on syntactic repetition
comes from experiments instead of naturalistic approaches such as corpusbased analysis. Pickering and Branigan (1999) claim that only controlled
experiments can issue unequivocal demonstrations of syntactic priming, arguing that repetition observed int naturalistic data could be attributed to
non-syntactic factors. However, authors such as Gries (2005) and Szmrecsanyi (2005) defend the use of corpus-based analyses, claiming that the setting in which experiments take place is usually very narrowly defined and
artificial, which hinders generalizations about syntactic repetition. Additionally, according to Pickering and Ferreira (2008), naturalistic approaches to
the study of syntactic repetition typically present results that are consistent
with the results from experimental research.
The existing work in naturalistic environments is limited and contextspecific. Schenkein (1980) analyzed walkie-talkie conversations between
burglars and found they repeated each other’s syntactic forms. Weiner and
Labov (1983) found that the passive voice was more likely to be used in
interviews when it had been used in the previous five utterances. Estival
(1985) found syntactic repetition in the passivization of sentences across five
clauses in a corpus of interviews. Gries (2005) found repetition of the two
syntactic patterns he investigated in the ICE-GB corpus: dative alternation
and particle placement, on the basis of corpora, but Howes et al. (2010) criticizes his findings and says the syntactic repetition found was due to lexical
repetition. Also in a corpus-based project, Reitter and Moore (2014) found
that people repeat each other’s syntactic structures, and that they do it more
in task-oriented dialogue than in spontaneous conversations. Healey et al.
(2014) tested syntactic repetition effects in dialogue taking lexical repetition
into account, and found no tendency for self repetition and divergence behaviors for the repetition of other’s syntactic patterns.
Reddit data has been analyzed for syntactic repetition by Boghrati et al.
(2016). They compared the syntactic similarity obtained from comparing a
top-level comment with its respective original post and the syntactic similarity obtained from comparing a random comment in the same subreddit and
the original post1 . They did that to attest whether comments would follow
syntactic patterns from the original post more than from random comments,
which was confirmed to be true, according to the results from the study.
The method used to calculate syntactic similarity in Boghrati et al. (2016)
involved the Edit Distance algorithm, which counts the minimum number
of operations, such as delete, add or update a node, required to transform
the syntactic tree of one sentence into the syntactic tree of another sentence.
They used the Edit Distance algorithm across sentences of two turns to calculate the syntactic similarity between the turns. Additionally, they use the
Hungarian algorithm to better select the pairs of sentences in which to apply
1

For more detailes about Reddit, see Section 3.1.
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the Edit Distance algorithm. The Hungarian algorithm tries to combine sentences which yield the highest possible similarity. This method was applied
in data collected from two politic related subreddits: liberal and conservative. According to the authors, these subreddits reflect beliefs and options
from users, which makes this data suitable for testing syntactic repetition in
social interactions.
Although Boghrati et al. (2016) found evidence for syntactic similarity on
Reddit, they did not account for lexical similarity in their study. By using
the Edit Distance algorithm, they are likely to obtain high values of similarity when comparing sentences that use both the same syntactic structures
and lexicon. Hence, the similarity effects they found might have credited
partially to lexical repetition. Additionally, their study is limited to analyze
top-level comments in relation to their respective post. They do not analyze
conversations of more than two turns on Reddit.
Perhaps one of the main accounts of language processing that helps explain questions regarding syntactic repetition and other forms of language
repetition is Pickering and Garrod’s interactive alignment model, which is
described below.

2.2

the interactive alignment model

Pickering and Garrod (2004) proposed a mechanistic account of dialogue
which describes language processing as a both automatic and unconscious
process, called the interactive alignment model (IAM). According to the
IAM, when people use language they use phonetic, lexical, semantic, syntactic and other sorts of linguistic representations to produce and comprehend.
Pickering and Garrod claim that interactions between production and comprehension lead to the alignment of these representations.
Alignment also occurs at the level of the situation model. The situation
model is the representation of a situation under discussion in multiple layers, such as space, time, among others (Johnson-Laird, 1983), and it plays
a very important part in the IAM, since the IAM assumes that at least approximate alignment of situation models is required for dialogue to be successful. This alignment comes from alignment at the level of the linguistics
representations being used, which we do via priming in a both automatic
and unconscious way.
Priming is a process that influences linguistic decisions of choosing between possible linguistic representations. When a person receives language
input that activates a particular representation, it becomes more likely that
they will subsequently use that representation in their own production. As
a consequence of that, members of a conversational dyad tend to repeat
representations. As a dyadic interaction proceeds, dyads align linguistics
representations used for generating output with the representations used
for interpreting input. Whenever a representation is activated in one of
the dyad members, the matching representation is activated in the other
member. When the representations in the representation systems of both
members of the dyad are aligned, the dyad is said to be completely stable. Figure 1 shows the process of alignment between two interlocutors at
several linked levels of linguistic representation.
The direct channels between the linguistic representations presented in
Figure 1 allow us to infer that the sounds themselves encode words, meanings, and other aspects of the message conveyed. This encoding is carried
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Figure 1: Pickering’s model

out by what Pickering and Garrod call routinization, which is the building
of semi-fixed complex expressions that are used more frequently that what
would be expected and directly encode specific meanings. Since these expressions are repeated during conversation, they are aligned at most linguistic levels. The use of these expressions makes dialogue more fluent, since
interlocutors have fewer alternatives to consider and have ready access to
particular linguistic structures. The use of routinization contributes to a
high level of information shared by the interlocutors at all linguistic levels.
The equilibrium generated by this process provides ease and efficiency in
communication.
In addition to the prediction of repetition due to alignment of linguistic
representations described above, another important prediction of the IAM
concerns percolation. The prediction of percolation says that not only repetition occurs at multiple levels of linguistic representation, but repetition
at one level should facilitate repetition at other levels. For instance, Branigan et al. (2000) showed that syntactic alignment is enhanced when lexical representations are aligned2 . Further evidence concerning percolation
provided by Pickering and Garrod includes claims that the occurrence of
parallelism at one level increases with parallelism at another level. Accordingly, pronouns are usually taken as coreferential with an antecedent in the
same grammatical role, hence "Charles hugged William and Harry shook his
hand" tends to be interpreted as Harry shaking William’s hand. Pickering
and Garrod argue that percolation between levels also acts as a mechanism
to promote mutual understanding.
Healey et al. (2014) was based on the IAM’s concepts of repetition and
percolation. They studied two corpora of spontaneous conversations, controlling for lexical repetition. Their findings did not support the IAM’s
theories regarding repetition and percolation, which Healey et al. attribute
to different behavior for different functions of repetition. When repetition
2

This enhancement is also called lexical boost, and it is described in Section 2.2.2.
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is used in functions such as humour, or disagreement, repetition might not
follow the IAM’s principles.
Reitter and Moore showed that alignment of syntactic choices lead to semantic alignment. These findings, conversely to Healey et al.’s, support the
IAM’s percolation prediction. An important difference between both studies is the method used to control for lexical repetition. Whereas in Healey
et al.’s study a measure of lexical repetition is used as a covariate in the
measure of syntactic repetition, Reitter and Moore control for lexical repetition by discarding cases of syntactic repetition due to repetition of words.
The different methods used might have influenced the different results from
both works.
The IAM are also helps explain theories of repetition decay and lexical
boost. These are described below.
2.2.1

Activation and decay of syntactic representations

Initial accounts on residual activation claimed that when a syntactic structure A is used instead of a syntactic structure B, the structure A remains
active until structure B is produced. However, a decay account, in which
the repetition effect caused by the generation of a structure A will decay
through time, is more well-accepted in the literature.
Garrod and Doherty (1994) investigated decay in language repetition between two different groups of players in the maze game. The first group
was composed by pairs of people playing the game with the same conversational partner every time, whereas the second group was a community of
players, such that players interacted with a different partner in each game.
According to the authors, interaction between two people leads to language
co-ordination, which leads to language repetition. They expected repetition
among two people to increase as interaction progressed, until achieving a
stable level. Conversely, in a community group, participants can only approach a limited degree of repetition, since the co-ordination process would
have to start again for each new partner. Hence, the level of co-ordination
in dyadic conversations tends be higher than in conversation between multiple people. Their results partly support their hypothesis. More specifically,
the isolated pairs showed higher co-ordination than the communities at the
start of the experiment, but after six interactions it is the communities who
show higher co-ordination. They explain these findings by suggesting that
the co-ordination found in the isolated pairs is carried out at a local level,
whereas communities co-ordinate at a more global level.
Branigan et al. (1999) found decay in the strength of syntactic repetition
in written production. In their experiment, participants completed sentence
fragments that allowed completions with both a prepositional object (e.g.
The woman sent the insurance claim to her lawyer) or a double object (e.g.
The woman sent the insurance company details of her accident). When presented with a prime of one of the forms, participants tended to produce
the same form in immediately consecutive fragments. Hence, when presented with a prepositional object prime, participants would complete "The
fan sent..." with something like "The fan sent a letter to his idol", instead of
"The fan sent his idol a letter". However, when after producing the prime
form, participants were presented with other fragments to be completed,
the tendency to produce the original form decreased.
Reitter and Moore (2014) showed decay behavior in syntactic repetition.
They found targets and primes of syntactic rules in conversations, and corre-
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lated the probability of repeating a syntactic rule with the distance between
the occurrence of the rule (i.e., target) and its prime. When repetition probabilities are analyzed for increasing distances, a decay behavior is found.
Specifically, syntactic repetition in their experiment starts to significantly
decay after 5-6 seconds after exposure to prime.
Healey et al. (2014) did not find decay in syntactic repetition as the distance between prime and target increases. In their experiment, they analyzed distance between one and five utterances, and found that the probability of syntactic repetition increased with the distance. They argue that
these results are compatible with qualitative accounts of repetition as means
to produce, for instance, contrasts.
2.2.2

Lexical boost

The lexical boost concerns the inflation in syntactic alignment scores caused
by the correlation between word repetition and syntactic repetition. For
instance, consider two people discussing the TV show "Game of Thrones".
One of them says "Bran was dragged by Meera.", to which the other person
replies "Indeed , Bran was dragged by Meera , but only because he couldn’t
walk". One could argue that the choice of the phrase "Bran was dragged by
Meera" by the second person was triggered by the activation of the syntactic
rule VP → VBN PP shown in Figure 2. However, it could also be argued
that this was caused by the repetition of the words "dragged my Meera".
Repetition of phrases, then, is both repetition of words and repetition of
the same syntactic rules. Hence, syntactic repetition results are inflated by
lexical repetition.

Figure 2: Example of syntactic rule.

This phenomenon was first observed by Pickering and Branigan (1998).
They found out that the use of the same verb in both priming and target
sentences significantly enhanced the strength of syntactic repetition. Gries
(2005) and Hartsuiker et al. (2008) found syntactic priming to be magnified
in cases of verb repetition in their corpus analysis. Cleland and Pickering
(2006) and Corley and Scheepers (2002) provided evidence that the lexical
boost is also found in experiments involving sentence completion. Finally,
research found syntactic repetition to be boosted by lexical repetition also
in dialogue (Schoonbaert et al., 2007).
Based on the claims of the lexical boost that syntactic repetition scores
are inflated by lexical repetition, Healey et al. (2014) tested for general syn-
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tactic repetition in conversation independently of lexical repetition. They
included lexical repetition directly as a covariate in their analysis of syntactic repetition, and found divergent results from previous research that
did not account for lexical repetition. They analyzed two corpora of spontaneous conversations of different age groups, locations and social classes
in the UK: the Diachronic Corpus of Present-Day Spoken English (Davies,
2009) and the British National Corpus (Consortium et al., 2007). In both
corpora, the biggest contributing factor for syntactic repetition was lexical
repetition.
When lexical repetition was controlled for, people did not repeat syntactic patterns more than what would be expected by chance. In fact, in some
analyses the syntactic similarity found was even lower than syntactic similarity caused by chance. These results go against theories of language that
argue that communication is strongly based by priming. Healey et al. attribute those results to other functions of repetition found in previous works.
In cases involving behaviors such as irony, disagreement, correction, among
others, people repeat each other’s words in different syntactic structures to
produce contrasts required for these behaviors.
2.2.3

Our approach to the IAM in this thesis

In order to investigate these questions in more detail, this thesis draws on
a corpus of conversations exchanged by means of an Internet forum. In
corpora of spoken language, participants might be communicating nonverbally, and this is rarely captured by the corpora. By using a corpus where
all communication is textual, we make sure that we capture all the communication involved. We do not intend to reproduce all the aspects of the IAM
on a different communication platform but to provide some hints about language repetition that may shed new light on the reach of the IAM and other
theories.
In this thesis, all analyses of syntactic repetition control for lexical repetition, in an attempt to tackle the lexical boost and obtain results that are
affected more purely by syntax. We do that by using Healey et al.’s approach to include lexical repetition as a covariate in the analysis of syntactic
repetition.
We use dyadic conversations in our investigation, but we also use non
dyadic conversations. This is inspired by Garrod and Doherty’s experiments
between dyadic and non dyadic interactions (Garrod and Doherty, 1994). In
this thesis, we go even further when selecting non dyadic conversations,
since we use conversations in which participants do not contribute with
more than one conversational turn.

2.3

measuring repetition

Many methods have been created with the purpose of measuring repetition
of linguistic features. More specifically, researchers try to find a way to
quantify how much two pieces of text (the prime and the target) are similar
according to a given linguistic feature (e.g., lexicon, syntax, semantic). Xu
and Reitter (2015) conducted an evaluation based on the IAM on some of
the most relevant methods of measuring linguistic repetition: Spearman’s
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correlation coefficient (SCC), repetition decay (RD) and indiscriminate local
linguistic alignment (LLA).
The SCC was first proposed by Kilgarriff (2001) and subsequently applied by Huffaker et al. (2006) to calculate lexical similarity using frequency
of linguistic features and co-occurence. Although Huffaker et al. (2006) used
it to calculate lexical similarity, the method can be used for the measure of
other linguistic features. Similarity between documents according to the
SCC is given as the following: given a prime and a target (both pieces of
text), rank the n common words in prime and target by frequency. For each
word, d is the difference in rank orders for the word in each document. SCC
is defined as the normalized sum of the squared differences:
P
6 d2
SCC = 1 −
(1)
n(n2 − 1)
The RD uses similarity probabilities to measure linguistic alignment.
This method was proposed by Reitter et al. (2006), and it is based on the
decay property of linguistic repetition (i.e., the property linguistic repetition
has of losing strength as the distance between prime and target increases).
The method uses a generalized linear model in which the dependent variable is the repetition of the features, and the prediction is the distance between prime and target. The regression coefficient of the prediction is used
to measure the strength of linguistic alignment.
Xu and Reitter (2015) point out that the RD has two main limitations.
The first one is that because of the nature of the method proposed by the
RD it cannot be applied to a single pair of texts. The method concerns the
overall alignment level, and not local repetition. The second limitation is
that the method is not as computationally efficient as other measures, since
it has to fit a generalized linear model.
The LLA was implemented by Wang et al. (2014) to calculate both lexical
and syntactic similarity. The LLA similarity is the normalized measure of
the number of syntactic rules (in syntactic similarity) or words (in lexical
similarity) that occur in both the prime text and the target text. Let P and T
be the set of syntactic rules (or words) in prime and target, respectively, the
similarity according to LLA is given by:
P
wi ∈P δ(wi , T )
LLA(P,T) =
(2)
length(P) ∗ length(T)

1, if wi ∈P
δ(wi , T ) =
(3)
0, otherwise
Xu and Reitter (2015) consider a measure to be good if it is normally
distributed, it has higher sensitivity (i.e. it detects alignment even when the
alignment is low) and it conforms with existing research on linguistic alignment, including the IAM. In their analysis, the SCC was more normally
skewed than the RD and the LLA, and the LLA presented more sensitivity than the SCC. Additionally, the LLA yielded more significant results
when evaluated against IAM properties such as alignment and correlation
between alignment at different linguistic levels. According to their criteria,
the LLA has the overall best performance between the three approaches.
Healey et al. (2014) used a similar method to the LLA to calculate syntactic and lexical similarity between conversational turns. In Healey’s method,
lexical similarity between two turns A and B is the number of words shared
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by the pair of turns normalized by the total number of words in both turns.
Syntactic similarity is calculated the same way, but with non-terminal syntactic structures instead of words. Additionally, Healey et al. create a randomized database, created by interleaving a person’s turns in a conversation
with random turns from the whole database. The motivation behind this
approach is that even randomly paired turns have some level of similarity.
When Healey et al. compares conversations from the regular database with
conversations from this randomized database, they can analyze whether the
similarity found in regular conversations is higher than the similarity found
by chance between any two turns.
In this thesis, we use the similarity method from Healey et al. (2014) to
calculate lexical and syntactic similarity between two turns in a variety of
repetition analyses.
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METHOD

The analysis performed by this thesis broadly consisted in (1) building
databases of conversations, (2) applying similarity calculation methods to
analyze these databases, and finally (3) running statistical tests to answer
the research questions of the thesis. This chapter describes the first two
steps.

3.1

reddit corpus

Reddit is a website in the form of a social media forum where users can
share and discuss different sorts of content. On Reddit, users can submit
text posts or links, comment on these posts, or even comment on other
comments. This collection of comments is structured in the form of a tree in
which each comment corresponds to a node which parent is the comment
to which it replies.
When an item is submitted to Reddit, users can vote submissions up or
down (i.e., upvote or downvote, respectively). The voting is part of Reddit’s,
ranking system, which makes submissions with most positive votes to gain
more visibility on the website, by, for instance, appearing on the website’s
main page or on the subreddit’s front page.
Subreddits are communities centered around a topic. They help organize
content into areas of interest and can have specific rules of use. For instance,
in the subreddit "explain like im five", submissions should be by people
requesting explanations of concepts to which they want a simplified explanations. Subreddit topics can be specific, like the example just described, or
more general, as the subreddits politics, movies and music.
Figure 3 shows a submission on Reddit, and some of its comments. We
can see this was submitted in the subreddit pokemontrades, as indicated on
the top of the page. We can see that the submission was created by user
birdmanwill. Subsequently, user XXxecksxx created a comment about the
submission, with the content "i can get you a few of those". Accordingly,
birdmanwill’s submission is the parent note of XXxecksxx’s comment. In the
sequence, birdmanwill replied with "Okay, what do you want?", followed
by a sequence of several turns between birdmanwill and XXxecksxx. In this
example, the whole interaction is between only two users, which causes the
tree that represents the submission and comments present in Figure 3 to
have the form of a list.
In this thesis, a Reddit conversation is the path of comments between
two comments in a tree in the Reddit database. It is important to note that,
differently from other forms of communication such as dialogue, users can
take as much time as they want to reply to a comment, if they do reply.
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Figure 3: Screen capture of a conversational thread on Reddit.
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3.1.1

Data cleaning

The conversations in each of the databases created follow specific criteria
according to the goals of the database. However, a few criteria are common
across databases, and they are described below.
1. Conversations starting from the child of a submission
A submission is the root of a Reddit tree. Submission and comments
are treated differently in the Reddit interface and perceived differently
by users. Submissions, for instance, are always visible on the top of
the page, whereas you have to scroll the page down to find a specific
comment. Hence, we decided to include only comments in the conversations, excluding submissions.
Additionally, conversations should start at the maximum possible height
of the tree, i.e., the first turn of a conversation must be a child of a
submission. In the example in Figure 3, the first comment of user
XXxecksxx, with the textual content i can get you a few of those", is a
valid first turn for a conversational turn. This restriction is supposed
to minimize as much as possible the exposure to other comments that
might have come before in the path.
2. Minimum of 15 seconds for response times
The JSON files of the Reddit library provide the information about
the time of creation of a comment on Reddit. We call the timespan
between the creation of two consecutive comments the response time
between turns. In temporarily constrained conversations, we establish
a lower and an upper limit for the response times between turns of the
conversation.
There are comments on Reddit that are not generated by a person typing an original message in their computer. This type of comment can
either come from an automated script or by copying and pasting text
from other sources. As in this thesis we are looking for actual language production in written form, we try to avoid these "unnatural"
comments. Although we are not able to identify all of them, there are
at least two precautions we can take to avoid such comments. The
first one is based on our observations that a large portion of these
comments is created before 15 seconds passed since the creation of the
comment to which they are replying. Accordingly, we set a lower limit
of 15 seconds for all the response times between turns in a temporarily constrained conversation. The second precaution is based on the
size of the comments. Many of these undesirable comments are large
chunks of text which are very unlikely to be produced by human typing. This issue will be dealt with in the next criterion description.
3. Maximum of 80 words per turn
In the Reddit database, we found many cases in which suspiciously
large comments were written in a very short period of time. These
comments likely come from sources other than original writing produced at the time of creation of the comment, so they are undesirable.
According to Ostrach (1997), the average human typing speed is between 38 and 40 words per minute. Considering that the response
time between turns in the database is not larger than two minutes,
users that are typing at the average human typing speed can write a
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maximum of 80 words (i.e., 40x2). Conversations with turns containing more than 80 words are not added to the database.
4. Valid authors
If a user deletes a comment they wrote on Reddit, the comment remains in the database, but the name of the author in the corresponding comment is replaced with "[deleted]". Similarly, if the account of
a user is deleted from reddit, all of the user’s comments have their
author name replaced by the same flag. In the collection of data for
the conversations, comments with the flag "[deleted]" as author name
were not considered valid, since it would be impossible to determine
if these comments were written by a same author or by multiple authors. Accordingly, conversations containing such comments were not
collected.
5. Unedited comments
A Reddit comment can be edited by its author after its creation. Comments that have been edited are easily identifiable in the Reddit database
by means of a flag. On the Reddit interface, the flag is represented by
an asterisk in edited messages, as depicted in Figure 4, whereas in the
database comments have an attribute that indicates whether they have
been edited or not.

Figure 4: A conversation on Reddit in which one of the comments was edited. The
asterisk indicating that the comment has been edited is highlighted in the
figure.

Such comments are clearly undesirable if we want to analyze linguistic repetition, since the edition of the comment was not produced during the conversation and hence cannot be accounted for repetition effects. Hence, only conversations whose turns have not been edited are
added to the database.
6. One comment per turn
On Reddit, a user can reply their own comment. A possibility to deal
with such cases would be to group adjacent comments of the same
author in one same conversational turn. However, this could have implications in the quality of the conversations, so we decided to discard
conversations in which this behavior was present.
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The conversations of each of these databases, together with the specific
criteria used to obtain the data in each one of them are described below.

3.2

databases of conversations

We created four databases of conversations: a database of temporarily constrained dyadic conversations (and its random counterpart database), a database
of temporarily unconstrained dyadic conversation, and a database of non
dyadic conversations.
3.2.1

Temporarily constrained dyadic conversations (TCDC) database

These conversations attempt to represent live linguistic exchange between
two people. The goal of the database of these conversations is to provide
data to analyze the syntactic similarity between immediate turns. Ideally,
this database should contain only conversations from people who are not
performing other activities other than participating in the conversation on
Reddit. A set of criteria was created to collect Reddit conversations that
reproduce these ideal conversations as much as possible. Conversations
that did not meet the following criteria were not included in the database.
1. Conversations between two distinct people
The conversations in this database should be made of Reddit messages
exchanged by two people A and B, where the authors corresponding
to A and B can vary across conversations, but A and B cannot be
the same person in the same conversation. Hence, a conversation between Mark and Julia meets this criteria, and a conversation between
Mark and Peter can be added to the database even if the conversation
between Mark and Julia has already been added. However, a conversation between Mark, Julia and Peter (more than two people) does not
meet this criterion.
2. Authors not be commenting elsewhere on Reddit
As we want to analyze the interaction and linguistic exchange between two people, we do not want people to comment in other Reddit
threads during a valid conversation. If they are commenting elsewhere
on Reddit, they are subjected to interferences from other people and
comments, and can be primed by people on Reddit other than their
conversational partner. Hence, neither of the two conversational partners in a conversation should have written other comments on Reddit
during the timespan between the first and the last turn of the conversation. This criterion tries to control for external influence on Reddit,
whereas other types of external influences (e.g., other social networks,
external activities, etc.) are controlled for by other time restrictive criteria, which are described below.
3. Maximum of two minutes for response times
If we assume that the properties of repetition and decay hold, then the
repetition between two comments decays as the span of time between
these comments increases. Hence, we can suppose that two consecutive turns that are separated by a wide enough span of time do not
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Figure 5: Representation of a conversation of three turns and the possible similarity
calculations between turns.

provide evidence of priming, since so much time has elapsed. Accordingly, we want to set an upper limit for the response time between
turns in a conversation such that this response time is as small as possible. Nevertheless, the response time between turns reflects at least
the following items:
• the timespan between the creation of the previous turn and the
moment in which the author of the following turn refreshes the
page and has access to the turn;
• the time to read and comprehend the text from the previous turn;
• the time to write a response
• the time to click on the buttons on the screen to publish the newly
written message
The time spent on other activities, such as thinking about what to
respond, or reviewing what was just written, may also be part of the
response time between turns. However, these activities are many times
carried out in parallel with the items described above, or sometimes
not even carried out at all (e.g., people that do not review what they
write).
Our early attempts at creating this database involved very small upper
limits between turns, such as 45 seconds, one minute and one and a
half minutes. However, these attempts resulted in a very small number
of conversations. Response times smaller that one minute resulted in
less than a hundred conversations in the analysis of one year of data.
Response times smaller than one and a half minute results in less than
a hundred conversations per month. Eventually, we decided to keep
the upper time limit for response times at two minutes.
4. Minimum number of turns is 3
We decided to collect conversations that have a minimum of three
turns of conversation, which provides a minimum of two measures of
similarity per conversation, as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 6 shows an example of the application of some of the criteria
described above. The sequence of turns from Turn 1 to Turn 6 is not deemed
a valid conversation between A and B, because Turn 3 was written by author
C, so it violates the criterion that says conversations should be by only two
people. Also, the sequence between Turn 4 and Turn 6 does not satisfy the
criterion of conversations starting by the submission, so this sequence is also
not considered valid. However, the sequence Turn 1, Turn 2 and Turn 3a is
valid, since it fulfills all the criteria.

Figure 6: Example of sequences of turns that either satisfy the database criteria or
not.

A randomized database was created based on the TCDC database. The
goal of this randomized database is to simulate repetition behavior that
happens by chance in conversations that are not under the influence of any
type of dyadic alignment. This new database has the same number of conversations and conversation sizes that in the original TCDC database. For
instance, the original database has 158504 conversations of three turns and
19314 conversations of four turns, hence the randomized database also has
158504 conversations of three turns and 19314 conversations of four turns.
Each conversation in the randomized database is generated separately, using the procedure described below.
For each conversation in the original database, a conversation with the
same number of turns was generated in the randomized database. The
content of a turn in the randomized database was collected by selecting a
random turn from a random conversation in the original database. Table 1
shows an example of a natural conversation extracted from Reddit, whereas
Table 2 depicts a randomized conversation. Both conversations are real examples extracted from the databases.
Table 1: An example of a natural conversation.

Turn 1 (Author A)
Turn 2 (Author B)
Turn 3 (Author A)
Turn 4 (Author B)

3.2.2

Natural conversation
Turtles are adorable :3
Finally someone who doesn’t want one for lunch..
Why would I eat a turtle?
Everybody else wants to eat them...

Temporarily unconstrained dyadic conversations (TUD) database

These conversations compose a database of conversations between two people that are not necessarily involved in an exclusive channel of communi-
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Figure 7: Representation of a conversation of 11 turns and the possible similarity
calculations between turns.
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Table 2: An example of a randomized conversation.

Turn 1 (Author A)
Turn 2 (Author B)
Turn 3 (Author A)
Turn 4 (Author B)

Randomized conversation
Hopefully interview Hitch when the come back
from break again.
Which pokemon do you want?
Sorry on phone see edit. Maybe borrow some cash
for food?
More like any cc at all, lol.

cation. People in such conversations might be performing other activities
at the same time of the conversation, since they do not have constraints of
time in the response time between their turns. The goal of this database is
to provide data to analyze the decay on the repetition effects, as analyzed by
Healey et al. (2014). The conversations in this database use less strict criteria
than the previous database, as explained in the list below.
1. Conversations by two distinct people
Just like in the previous database, each conversation in this database
must be between two different people.
2. Minimum number of turns is 11
In this database, we want to calculate similarities between turns that
are up to five turns of distance between each other. The conversations
in this database have at least 11 turns, which provides the calculation
of at least two similarities for each distance between turns up to five,
as shown in Figure 7.
3.2.3

Non dyadic conversations (NDC) database

The conversations in this database are linguistic exchanges between groups
of people, as opposed to dyadic interactions. An example of such interaction can be found in Figure 8. Just like in the previous database, the goal
of this database is to provide data to analyze the decay on the repetition
effects, as analyzed by Healey et al. (2014). More specifically, this database
should provide data to analyze whether repetition measures also decay in
non dyadic interactions.
The criteria followed by the conversations in this database are similar to
the criteria of the previous database, and they are described below.
1. Conversations by group of people
Since these conversations are non-dyadic, each participant contributes
one single turn. Hence, a conversation of n turns has n participants.
2. Minimum number of turns is six
As each person in a conversation contributes with a single turn, the
conversations should have at least six turns in order to allow the calculation of at least one measure of similarity for each distance up to
five, as shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 8: Representation of a conversation of 11 turns and the possible similarity
calculations between turns.

Figure 9: Representation of a conversation of six turns and the possible similarity
calculations between turns.
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3.3

calculating similarity

The method used to calculate the similarity between two turns was based
on Healey’s method (Healey et al., 2014). The calculation is made based on
the matching subtrees or words in the calculation of syntactic similarity or
lexical similarity, respectively.
When we use the term subtree, we are referring to the many individual production rules present in the syntactic trees obtained by the syntactic
parsing of the sentences of a turn. Production rules containing terminals
(i.e., the actual words in the tree) are not considered valid subtrees. The
example in Figure 10 shows the syntax tree of the sentence"Harry likes the
elf" and its four subtrees: S → NP VP, NP → NNP, VP → VBZ NP,
NP → DT NNP.

Figure 10: Syntax tree of the sentence "Harry likes the elf" and its subtrees.

The number of matching subtrees between two turns A and B is given
by the number of possible combinations of identical subtrees between the
two turns. Each subtree S that appears in both turns contributes N times
to the number of matching subtrees, where N is given by the number of
times that the subtree S appears in A times the number of times that the
structure S appears in B. Hence, if a given subtree appears twice in turn A
and three times in turn B, it contributes to six matching subtrees in the total
calculation. The number of matching subtrees when a turn is compared to
itself is at least the number of subtrees in the turn, and it is higher when
subtrees appear more than once within the turn. The number of matching
words between two turns is given using the same rules, but with words
instead of subtrees.
The syntactic similarity between turns A and B is given by the number of matching subtrees between A and B normalized by the total number
of subtrees in both turns. The normalization factor used is given by the
square root of the product between the number of matching subtrees obtained when comparing A to itself, and the number of matching subtrees
obtained when comparing B to itself.
The final syntactic or lexical similarity is given by the following equation,
where matching is the number of matching subtrees (in the calculation of syn-
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tactic similarity) or matching words (in the calculation of lexical similarity)
between two turns A and B, as described above.
Ssyn = p

matching(A, B)
matching(A, A) × matching(B, B)

(4)

As an example, let us demonstrate how to calculate the syntactic similarity between the turn A represented in Figure 11 and the turn B represented in Figure 12. The matching structures between between both trees
are shown in circles with matching colors. Turn A has seven subtrees and
Turn B has six subtrees. As there are no repeated subtrees within turns,
matching(A, A) = 7 and matching(B, B) = 6. There are two subtrees that
appear in both turns, and each one of them appears only once in each turn,
so matching(A, B) = 2. Hence:
2
Ssyn(A,B) = √
= 0.31
6×7

Figure 11: Syntax tree of turn A.

Figure 12: Syntax tree of turn B.

(5)
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R E S U LT S

4.1

technical aspects

Public Reddit comments are available online and can be dowloaded in large
files containing JSON files. In this thesis, we used the publicly available Reddit data corresponding to the time range between May of 2014 and May of
2015. The data was first indexed in elastic search1 databases and then processed for the creation of the databases of conversations described above.
The total size of the one-year Reddit database used to collect conversations
was of 600 million json files, which accounted for 377 gigabytes of data. The
syntactic trees used in the similarity calculations were extracted from the
conversational turns using the Stanford parser. All the processing, including indexing of the Reddit databases, processing of data and subsequent
creation of databases of conversation, and similarity calculations were programmed in with Java code. There was no reuse of code in this project, all
code was built from scratch for the project. After the code was ready, the
execution time spent in the indexing and and creation of the databases was
around 120 hours, whereas the final similarities took around 15 hours to be
calculated.

4.2

databases

The TCDC database and its randomized counterpart were each composed of
182,769 conversations of sizes ranging from three to 22 turns. The databases
generated 368,542 measures of similarity, half of which came from randomized conversations and half from real Reddit conversations.
The TUD database was composed of 8,564 conversations of sizes ranging
from 11 to 316 turns. This database generated 15,108 measures for each
distance from prime, resulting in 75,540 measures.
Finally, the NDC database had 11,627 conversations whose size ranged
from six to 18 turns. A total of 82,510 measures were generated from this
database, 16,502 measures for each size.

4.3

statistical analyses

Statistical analyses were conducted to answer each of the research questions.
A criterion level of p < 0.05 is used in all analysis, and analyses are adjusted
for multiple comparisons using the Bonferroni method (Dunn, 1961).
1

https://www.elastic.co/products/elasticsearch
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4.3.1

Similarity

Two one-way analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) were conducted to determine a statistically significant difference between randomized and real conversations on Reddit controlling for lexical similarity.
The first ANCOVA was conducted in the TCDC database, and it showed
a significant effect of type of conversation (i.e. randomized or real) on syntactic similarity after controlling for the effect of lexical similarity, F(1,368540)
= 180.944, p < .001. The covariate, lexical similarity, was significantly related
to syntactic similarity, F(1,368540) = 121976.263, p < .001. Pairwise comparisons based on estimated marginal means revealed that the syntactic similarity of the randomized conversations (M = .194, SE < .0001) was significantly
higher than the similarity found in real conversations (M=.187, SE < .0001)
on Reddit, p < 0.001. Table 3 shows the means before and after controlling
for the effect of lexical similarity.
Table 3: Descriptive statistics and estimates for the TCDC database before and after
controlling for lexical similarity

before
after

mean
SD
mean
SE

random
.1706
.16641
.194
< .0001

real
.2111
.19243
.187
< .0001

The second ANCOVA was conducted in the TUD database filtered to
display only results whose distance from prime is one. This analysis also
showed a significant effect of type of conversation on the dependent variable
after controlling for the covariate, F(1,30216) = 319.308, p < .001. Lexical similarity in this database was also significantly related to syntactic similarity,
F(1,30216) = 18715.067, p < .001, and the syntactic similarity (controlled for
lexical similarity) in the randomized conversations (M = .321) was also significantly higher than in real conversations (M = .291), p < .001. Table 4
shows the means before and after controlling for the effect of lexical similarity.
Table 4: Descriptive statistics and estimates for the TCDC database before and after
controlling for lexical similarity

before
after

4.3.2

mean
SD
mean
SE

random
.2790
.13974
.321
.001

real
.3326
.19419
.291
.001

Decay

An ANCOVA was conducted in the TUD database to determine a statistically significant difference between the five levels of distance from prime
controlling for lexical similarity. There was a significant effect of distance
from prime on syntactic similarity after controlling for the effect of lexical
similarity, F(4,75534) = 23.832, p < 0.001.
Follow-up tests were conducted to evaluate pairwise differences among
the adjusted means for distance from prime. They showed that the estimated marginal mean in distance = 1 (M = .307, SE = .001) was significantly
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lower than the estimated marginal means in all the other distances (see Table 5 for more details). The estimated marginal means in distances 2, 3, 4
and 5 were not statistically different from each other. Figure 13 shows the
overall pattern of the results. We can see in the graph that the means at
distance 1 is lower than all the other distances.
Table 5: Pairwise comparisons between distances from prime in the TUD database

distance A
1

2

3
4

distance B
2
3
4
5
3
4
5
4
5
5

Mean Difference
-.12
-.014
-.014
-.010
-.001
-.002
.003
-.001
.004
.005

Standard Error
.002
.002
.002
.002
.002
.002
.002
.002
.002
.002

Significance
< .001
< .001
< .001
< .001
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
.221
.064

Figure 13: Estimated marginal means of syntactic similarity in the TUD database

4.3.3

Dyadic vs. non dyadic conversations

An ANCOVA was conducted to determine a statistically significant difference between the TUD and NDC databases at each level of distance from
prime.
This analysis shows a main effect of database (F(1,158039) = 226.953, p <
0.001) with syntactic similarity higher in the TUD database than in the NDC
database. A main effect of distance (F(4,158039) = 39.425, p < 0.001) is also
present, but the interaction between group and distance is not statistically
significant (F(4/158039) = 1.933, p = .102). Figure 14 shows the overall pattern of the results. Again, means are higher at distances 2, 3, 4 and 5 than
at distance 1.
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Figure 14: Estimated marginal means between the TUD and NDC groups
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DISCUSSION

Our outcomes regarding repetition and decay in dyadic conversations in
reddit conversations are aligned with (Healey et al., 2014)’s findings on spoken corpora. We do not significantly repeat our syntactic patterns when we
take lexical repetition into account, and there is no clear decay in syntactic
similarity. Although these findings are compatible with Healey’s findings,
they go against many works regarding syntactic similarity, including the
IAM. Additionally, we also found that dyads repeat more than non dyads.

5.1

repetition

Results regarding repetition indicate that the syntactic similarity found in
both databases was lower than what would be expected by chance. Table 3
shows that the syntactic similarity results obtained in the TCDC database
by using the method described in Section 3.3 were higher in the database of
real conversations than in the randomized database (line "before"). However,
after controlling for the level of lexical similarity, this outcome changed, and
the mean in the randomized database became higher than in the original
database. This difference was significant, as shown by the results from the
ANCOVA. Similar outcomes are shown in Table 3 for the analysis of the
TUD database.
According to our results, the main reason why people repeated each
other’s syntactic patterns in the Reddit conversations we collected was because they repeated words. When we controlled for the repetition of words,
people repeated syntax less than would be expected by chance. Apparently,
the interactions captured by the conversations analyzed presented characteristics that made partners repeat each other less than chance. This might
reflect users’ motivation for writing a comment. The comments in the TCDC
database were written and posted with a very low response time (i.e., maximum of two minutes). Perhaps low response times on Reddit indicate a specific behavior that ends up decreasing the level of repetition in the message.
One could theorize such behavior to be, for instance, disagreement. Perhaps
when people see something on Reddit with which they do not agree, they
are eager to reply to that very quickly, and they express their disagreement
by, among others, not repeating syntactic patterns from the other person.
This theory of not repeating syntactic structures to express disagreement is
also aligned with Healey et al.’s explanations for their findings.
Of course, one possible explanation for the absence of syntactic repetition is that the interaction between two people on Reddit does not have the
same repetition characteristics of face-to-face conversations. However, the
results of syntactic repetition before controlling for lexical repetition, and
even the lexical repetition results themselves, are indicators that the repetition behavior found in real life conversations was found in the Reddit
conversations as well.
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5.2

decay

The results of our experiment were not consistent with most predictions
of decay from the literature. In our experiment, comments of distance of
one turn between them were significantly less similar than any other of the
distances analyzed. Although similarities in distances two, three, four and
five are all significantly higher than in distance one, they are not significantly
different among themselves. These results indicate that, not only we do not
repeat syntax in conversation, as discussed in the previous section, but there
is not decay in repetition, as suggested by previous research.
The pattern of the curve shown in 13 can be explained if we theorize
that only the immediately previous comment on a dyad conversation on
Reddit has any impact in syntactic similarity. This is easily explained by the
nature of interactions on Reddit. Any comment on Reddit is a response to
another comment or post and not necessarily to the complete thread that
came before. Take for instance the example in Figure 15. The area where
the comment "I’m dying to have some of those" is typed is immediately
below the comment "I’m salivating". The writer might choose to look at
the previous comments, but at least occasionally writers will mainly focus
on the comment to which they are replying. If this happens often, their
linguistic choices will potentially be affected by the previous comment, but
not by other comments that came before. This would explain our results in
the sense that users avoid using the same syntactic structures of the turn
immediately before their comment, but they are not affected by comments
with distances greater than one from their comment. The level of similarity
in comments of these distances could be associated to chance.

Figure 15: Comment typed on Reddit

Finally, we can also argue that decay in repetition cannot be found on
Reddit, due to how information is available in a Reddit conversation. If a
Reddit user is in the middle of a conversation of several turns, they will
always have immediate access to previous turns, which might impact how
their syntactic structures are activated. Take for instance the dyadic conversation in Figure 16. Although the user may choose to focus only on the im-
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mediately previous comment, as described in the previous paragraph, they
have visual access to both their and their conversational partner’s turns, if
needed. Perhaps knowing that previously used phrases, words, and structures are available causes the activation of linguistic representations to not
last for long, which by itself causes the absence of repetition decay.

Figure 16: Dyad interaction on Reddit

5.3

dyadic vs. non dyadic conversations

The syntactic similarity found in non dyadic conversations was higher than
the similarity found in dyadic conversations. However, there was no interaction between group and distance, meaning that the higher similarity in
dyadic conversations does not depend on distance from prime.
Although it would be reasonable to assume that in face to face conversations there is more repetition in dyadic interactions than in non dyadic
interactions, it is surprising that this is also found in Reddit conversations.
Even though you are not in physical contact with your conversational partner, it appears that Reddit users are conscious that they are communicating
with the same person than the previous turns. It is possible that the process of building shared representations occurs more easily between dyads
on Reddit. For instance, if conversational partner A reads something that
conversational partner B wrote, the linguistic representations present in the
message were activated in B and now are activated in A. Subsequently, when
B reads the message that A wrote, the process of activating possible new
structures is easier, since a similar process had been carried out before. Conversely, if another partner C joins the conversation, C was not involved in
previous activations, so it is more difficult for them to activate shared representations, and eventually repeat the other partners. In our conversations,
each turn was written by a new partner, so repetition could be expected to
be highly unlikely.
However, it is important to remember that there were no time constraints
in the two databases analyzed here. Hence, the databases contained conversations that ranged from a very rapid pace to conversations in which turns
had days of difference among themselves. It might be that dyadic conversa-
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tions on Reddit are replied to quicker than non dyadic conversations, and
that might have caused the results presented here.
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CONCLUSION

In this thesis, we analyzed syntactic similarity based on conversations extracted from Reddit. We analyzed syntactic similarity and repetition decay controlling for lexical boost. We found that, when lexical similarity is
taken into account, the syntactic repetition found in dyadic conversations
is smaller than what is expected by chance. Similarly, the decay property
does not hold when considering lexical similarity. Additionally, the syntactic similarity found in dyadic conversations was higher than the syntactic
similarity found in non dyadic conversations.
Our work contributes to more detailed methods on language repetition,
to explore more fine-grained analyses of particularities to repetition, as is
controlling for lexical repetition in our case. More importantly, since, as discussed in the last chapter, our results go against much of the research in the
area of language repetition, the same could be expected of non-verbal repetition. As our results indicate, linguistic repetition is not straightforward,
so perhaps repetition of non-verbal behavior also should be analyzed, and
results from previous research should be replicated.
In fact, this thesis might serve as evidence to the replication crisis on
social priming. This methodological crisis has been happening in many
areas of science, in which the replication of well-accepted results prove to
be extremely difficult, or even impossible. Language repetition behavior in
social interactions was once thought to be a solid fact, but we saw in this
thesis that there is much yet to be understood about what we can assume
as truth in language repetition, and what is just chance.
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